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Space Quantum Red Shift Hypothesis and New Theory of Non-Expansion Universe
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Farther By farther from the Earth, the red-shift of the star is observed as a large value, Hubble has been reported. This
expanding universe hypothesis that the red-shift was interpreted as a Doppler effect (Big Bang) has become a accepted notion.
In the Big Bang hypothesis, total mass had been exploded at the point, The more distant light source moves away from Earth,
has been explained the observed results (red-shift) in the Doppler effect. Isotropic background radiation of the universe had been
regarded as proof of the 16 billion years ago the Big Bang of relic.However, it is not possible explain the basis of causing red-shift
in the center of the earth, who began say it is unknown, has become dogma interpretation space.The expansion of space that can
not be demonstrated on the planet,it is in a strange hypothesis that can be observed in the light from the distant universe.

In Mr. M.Rowan Robinson unknown encyclopedia (1) p95, ”background radiation of energy density (distribution Profile).Is,
it is that similar to the energy distribution that was averaged gathered the light of the stars come from many galaxy. Have not
found the that how to deformation of these star light in the form of black body radiation of 2.7 degree K. It have pointed out
the fact that the profile of background radiation is similar to the wavelength distribution of the sun (Profile). It is assumed that
the universe is closed and the law of the conservation of energy has been satisfied strictly in this hypothesis, If you can explain
the peak wavelength position of the sun other than Doppler effect, if there is a hypothesis that can explain the red-shift of the
center of the earth, space does not need to be inflated.Light advanced beyond the universe I was assumed to be coming from the
opposite direction toward the Earth. Typical star of light energy is gradually diluted to space depending on the distance obtained
by adding the cosmic radius passing through,Traveling wave spreading, which is also conserved in the wavelength range that does
not appear quantum effect, the energy is observed to be shifted to be diluted longer wavelength side. The deviation of the light
energy dilution and wavelength, I was interpreted as Space quantum red-shift effect. In space quantum red-shift effect centered
on the observation point of the Earth, I explained the law of Hubble and Isotropic background radiation at the same time. Total
mass is not also necessary to expansion difficulties and space to focus at one point, it becomes possible to honestly understand
the red-shift observed in the center of the earth in a stationary universe.

If the universe is closed, the inertial mass is a reaction of all the universe (attraction), and it is also the reason why the universe
is not collapse. Steady-state theory of the universe was completed here.
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